T.N. Speaker disqualifies 18 rebel AIADMK MLAs

Defection rules invoked; they cease to be legislators with immediate effect

Government meets Kovind

The day the Tamil Nadu Assembly Speaker disqualified 18 rebel AIADMK MLAs, Prime Minister Narendra Modi addressed President Ram Nath Kovind in New Delhi to request the President to approve the President's rule in the State. Mr. Kovind is expected to reach Chennai on Tuesday afternoon.

NIA detains "wanted" in Dera violence

Police release list of "wanted" in Dera violence, which include 27 persons, including Dr. Rahul and eight others of hatchet-wielding bikes.

Amit Shah backs Kodnani’s alibi

Amit Shah backs Kodnani’s alibi after the court that heard her case was taken over by a judge in Ahmedabad, Right-shares after the court that heard her case was taken over by a judge in Ahmedabad.

Rohingya have terror links: Centre

Any indigenously shown court will enforce its influence, says affidavit in SC

Manmohan flags ban note, ‘hasty’ GST rollout

They have impacted informal and small scale sectors, says former PM

Learning in a school without walls

The classrooms are tin sheds spread across the corner of an Edgah in Quresh Nagar

Shell shock: Govt. 'names and shames' directors

List includes prominent politicians, Gulf-based tycoon
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Shiv Sena demands Bajaj’s ‘fastest car’ ban
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Special Correspondent

The NIA arrested Dr. Rahul on Monday morning at the NIA office in Jodhpur and shifted him to Bhopal jail. Dr. Rahul was one of the two accused in the Dera violence case.
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Five killed in clash near Faridabad

Specs to investigate the incident

School principal has little hope that anything going to change
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Learning in a school without walls

The classrooms are tin sheds spread across the corner of an Edgah in Quresh Nagar

NI A detains Chennai man for terror plot

Special Correspondent

The NIA arrested Baljeet Singh, a wanted criminal from Punjab, for involvement in the 2002 mushrooms. Baljeet Singh was arrested in Delhi, and his subsequent questioning led to the arrest of his six associates.
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Adityanath releases ‘white paper’, targets previous govs

The document accuses previous SP, BSP governments of being “insensitive” to the people's mandate.

Mr. Adityanath released the 22-page booklet featuring 25 topics hours after he was sworn in as an MLC, as mandated, along with four other ministers.

The BJP government “inherited corruption, crime, gundagardi and lawlessness from the previous governments”, and due to the poor law and order, investors and traders were not able to operate their businesses in Uttar Pradesh, it reads.

“On average, there were two riots per week under previous governments,” the document says, mentioning communal violence in Muzaffarnagar, Bareilly and other districts.

Samajwadi Party spokesperson Rajendra Chaudhary retaliated by saying that within just six months of the BJP coming to power, the State had slipped down in the development race. 

Adityanath releases ‘white paper’, targets previous govs

The document accuses previous SP, BSP governments of being “insensitive” to the people's mandate.
BJD hartal turns violent in Odisha

The five-hour-long protest was organised against the steep rise in prices of petroleum products.

BJP leader Biju Patnaik had earlier issued a five-hour-long hartal against the steep rise in prices of petroleum products.

BJD hartal turns violent in Odisha

BJD leaders clarified that they did not endorse violence but that the people took to the streets to express their anger against the steep rise in prices of petroleum products.

 decentralized institutions had already opened by the time the hartal came into the public domain. Parents taking children to schools were attacked by workers. Cars and two-wheelers were chased away as police personnel maintained a strict vigil across the city.

People taking family members to hospitals in cars were seen pleading with BJD workers to allow them to pass. However, their requests were ignored.

Supporters went viral, staging a protest against the BJD workers. This doesn’t mean the party has endorsed violence but that the people took to the streets to show their anger against the rise in prices of petroleum products.

Former Minister Debi Prasad Paid submitted the court that immersion of idols should not be allowed after 10 pm on Vijaya Dashami. He said immersion of idols would be allowed again from October 2.

BSWARANJAN ROUT

Calcutta HC adjourns hearing on immersion schedule plea

Extension of immersion restricted in view of Muharram

The Calcutta High Court on Monday adjourned till Wednesday hearing of petitions for extension of immersion schedule for Durga pujas that has been restricted by West Bengal in view of Muharram.

Three petitions

A division bench, presided over by Acting Chief Justice Asok Parshuram, took the decision to allow a comprehensive hearing of the three petitions next because there was paucity of time as Justice Bhuvanesh was retiring on Monday.

State Advocate General Debjit Dutta submitted before the bench that the government will allow immersion of all Durga idols that reach the designated sites on Tuesday on the banks of rivers and other water bodies till 10 pm.

Former Minister Debi Prasad Paid submitted that immersion of idols would be allowed again from October 2.

According to one of the petitioners, Shriparivar Swabhiman, no immersion of idols would be allowed again from October 2. No immersion of idols would be allowed after 10 pm.

The State government has allowed immersion of idols in rivers and other water bodies in the state be allowed till 10 pm on Vijaya Dashami.

The five-day festival.

The State government has allowed immersion of idols in rivers and other water bodies in the state be allowed till 10 pm on Vijaya Dashami.

Counsel for one of the petitioners, Shriparivar Swabhiman, said one of the three almanacs followed by Durga pujas organises the festival.
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Goa issues beach safety advisory

JAIANGANPRAK

The state government on Monday issued an advisory regarding beach safety. It asked tourists and locals not to venture into the water for at least 56 hours. The advisory came in the wake of the sudden death of a student who drowned in the Arabian Sea at the weekend.

Sukma encounter: Two Maoists killed, three arrested

KANCHANMOURYAN

Two Maoists were killed and three others arrested in a special anti-Maoist unit of Chhattisgarh police during an encounter in Sukma district. The encounter took place at the location of a Maoist camp in south Sukma forest. Two ‘uniformed mainland Maoists’ dead bodies were recovered after the encounter along with some weapons and ammunition, a police officer said in a press statement.

Four Maoists were shot dead during an encounter at Sukma on Monday.

Sukma encounter: Police recover weapons, ammunition after encounter

A special anti-Maoist team of Chhattisgarh police has recovered three ‘uniformed mainland Maoists’ dead bodies after a fierce encounter on the outskirts of Sukma town.

Maoists killed: Police recover weapons, ammunition after encounter

Three more bodies found at Karwati waterfalls

VAJRAKALACHANDRA

Four bodies of the three people who went missing at the Nagagement waterfalls at Chenila, Karwar, on Sunday were recovered by the Navy near Karwar port on Monday, following the disaster.

Two women had drowned at the waterfalls on Monday on their way back to the village. The bodies recovered on Monday were of Sameer Gade (32) from Karli, Ponda, Sajalatha Chart (22) from Vasco, and Madhavti Esmal, also from South Goa. Nirmal Kamka (33) is still missing, the Nagpur police said.

The three people were part of a group of around 30 pilgrims who came to the waterfall. They could not come out of the water following a sudden rise in water level.

Rane hints at quitting Congress

NARAYAN RAHEESH

Mr. Rane said, “We have to win these polls and show our power. The Congress has wanted injustice to us. We will show that people of the State cannot behibitioned by foreign forces.”

Mr. Rane, who joined the Congress after losing the 2012 general elections, also hit out at State Congress chief Ashok Chavan and the NCP. The minister said the two parties were ‘uniform’. Mr. Rane added that he would not contest the 2014 elections and that he wanted the Congress to ‘evolve’

Maoists killed: Bodies recovered after encounter in Sukma forest

AGPUR

Union Home Minister Sushilkumar Shinde on Monday said that the condition of two Maoists, who were killed in an encounter with security forces at Sukma in Chhattisgarh, was “extremely critical”.

The minister said that one of the two Maoists had died, and the other was critically injured. The bodies of the two Maoists were handed over to the local administrative authorities on Monday.

Shinde said the Maoists had shot at security personnel during the encounter and were killed in a counter-attack.

Maoists killed: Bodies recovered after encounter in Sukma forest

AGPUR

Two alleged members of the Communist Party of India (Marxist) were killed and three others arrested in a joint operation by the DRG team of Chhattisgarh police and the District Reserve Guard (Special) of the State Reserve Guard (Special) during a special anti-Maoist operation at Chhattisgarh police in Sukma district. The encounter took place between the Maoists and the District Reserve Guard at Chhattisgarh police in Chhindwada district.

The two Maoists were killed when they were engaged with the district reserve guard during a special anti-Maoist operation at Chhindwada police in Sukma district.
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AGPUR
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The three people were part of a group of around 30 pilgrims who came to the waterfall. They could not come out of the water following a sudden rise in water level.
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NARAYAN RAHEESH

Mr. Rane said, “We have to win these polls and show our power. The Congress has wanted injustice to us. We will show that people of the State cannot behibitioned by foreign forces.”

Mr. Rane, who joined the Congress after losing the 2012 general elections, also hit out at State Congress chief Ashok Chavan and the NCP. The minister said the two parties were ‘uniform’. Mr. Rane added that he would not contest the 2014 elections and that he wanted the Congress to ‘evolve’
Panel breaks its own rule to clear forest land for Amaramati

The Andhra Pradesh Reorganisation Act allows clearance to carve out a new district.

+ Drones used to map ganja cultivation

\* Special Correspondent

An effort in a recent effort to map ganja cultivation, standing around 420 acres, in Visakhapatnam. The photo shows the\ldots
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College magazine lands in trouble

The contents of another college magazine has kicked up a\ldots

Sadhavadi landitches 60%.

Amount nearly thrice the 2016 auction price of 122.44 cr.
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Flood alert sounded for the state of Karnataka

Water to be released as inches closer to full capacity

Relief for Kerala as rains ease

Vigil in hilly areas prone to landslides
Haryana police release list of ‘wanted’ in Dera violence

Dera chief’s adopted daughter Honeypreet, spokesperson, among the 43 accused

Police are probing the possibility that Dera chief Gurmeet Ram Rahim Singh and his wife, Dera chief’s adopted daughter Honeypreet, are among the 43 accused in the case.

Students’ union polls marred by violence

Elections cancelled in Utkal varsity, other colleges; campuses declared closed

The Student Federation of India (SFI) and AIDSO have demanded the cancellation of polls and declared campuses safe after violence marred the voting process in Utkal varsity.

AIDSO stages protests in Odisha

The All India Democratic Students’ Organisation (AIDSO) held a protest in Bhubaneswar on Monday against the violence that occurred during the student union elections.

ADC

Candidates

The list of candidates includes several political parties, including the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), the Indian National Congress (INC), and the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP).
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The Haryana police have released a list of over 40 people, who are wanted in connection with the violence that occurred during the student union elections.
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**Sena threatens to exit govt as Cabinet reshuffle nears**

Party leaders meet Uddhav, say they don’t want to share BJP’s blame

Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray meets party leaders; said that the situation is serious and that the party needs a decision. "We need to look at the interest of the party and the state. For the party, for the state, for the people, we need to take a decision," he said.

**New, faster Mumbai-Delhi Rajdhani on the cards**

Premium train will be third Rajdhani to connect the cities, and will halt at Bandra

The railway is planning to introduce a new Rajdhani Express on the Mumbai-Delhi route. In the next five months, senior officials told The Wire, the railways will launch the train to halt at Bandra.

**N-402, a Russians-made jet, enters service**

The Indian Air Force on Tuesday inducted the N-402, a Russian-made jet, into its fleet.

**Nation bids farewell to Marshal Arjan Singh**

Lone five-star officer of IAF leaves with full military honours

The government declared a day of mourning on Monday and the national flag on all government buildings in Delhi was at half-mast.

**Studiey raped by director, teacher of Rajasthan school**

An 11-year-old girl was allegedly raped by a director and a teacher of a school on the pretext of examining her project work.

**Dawoodlouder brother arrested**

Iyshil Kedar, the brother of Dawoodi leader Ibrahim Kedar, was on Monday arrested by the Thane Police Crime Branch. Sources confirmed that Dawoodi leader Iyshil Kedar, who stays in Mumbai house, was arrested from his residence in connection with a case registered against him by a Thane-based builder.

**Two Maoists killed in Bastar**

Two alleged members of the banned CPI (Maoists) were killed by the police near Jagdalpur in Chhattisgarh.

**Saharul Islam’s death**

The Central Government had ordered a probe into the death of Saharul Islam, who was lynched by a mob near Ramgarh in Uttar Pradesh. The investigation was entrusted to the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC).

**Naveen Patnaik’s visit to Delhi**

The chief minister of Odisha, Naveen Patnaik, who is scheduled to visit Delhi on July 3, said that the government will take a decision on withdrawing support to the government on a number of issues.

**Nirmala Sitharaman in Kashmir**

The defence minister, who is on a two-day visit to the union territory, had set up an investigation team to probe the killings.

**Siddaramaiah’s view on Padma project**

The former chief minister, who is scheduled to visit the state next month, had set up an investigation team to probe the killings.
A partisan ruling

The disqualification of 8 MLAs in Tamil Nadu is high-questionable.

It is the disqualification of 8 AIMML leaders (A bodies) in Tamil Nadu that is causing a partisan debate. The disqualification is aimed at ensuring a majority for the DMK government. The Speaker of the Tamil Nadu Assembly disqualified 8 MLAs of the AIMML, who were accused of absenting themselves from the Assembly. The decision was taken following a petition filed by the ruling DMK government.

The government’s move is seen as a political move to strengthen its position in the Assembly. The AIMML, which is the opposition party in the Assembly, has 8 MLAs in the Assembly. The move is expected to help the DMK government in passing its legislation without facing any opposition.

However, the AIMML has filed a petition in the Madras High Court challenging the disqualification of its MLAs. The party has alleged that the decision was taken in violation of the Assembly rules and procedures.

The AIMML leaders have also accused the DMK government of using the disqualification as a political move to strengthen its position in the Assembly. They have alleged that the government has crossed all limits in its attempt to suppress political opposition.
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Reimagining the QBO quota
Sub-categorisation of QBOs provides an opening to ensure justice works better

The enthralment challenge
There must be consensus among major political parties around vital issues like health
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Regardless of the political impetus behind the OBC quota, the announcement of a committee to look into sub-categorisation of other backward classes (OBCs) is a welcome step. The committee has been charged with the task of identifying and documenting socially and educationally backward castes. The task is high on the political agenda and is likely to be completed within a year. The process is likely to involve a detailed examination of the caste system in India and identifying groups that have been historically disadvantaged. The committee’s recommendations will be crucial in determining the validity and applicability of the OBC quota system.

The jobs-claimants mismatch
Lack of credible data
The National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO) has released data on the eligible population, possibly 1.62 million families or 6.74 million persons. The data includes information on socio-economic status and educational background. However, the data is not comprehensive and may not provide an accurate picture of the job-claimants mismatch.

Conversations around ‘legal personhood’ have often been marred by the uncharacteristic merging of ‘justice’ with idols and companies. Strangely, though, the same rationale has been used to restrict the rights of non-human animals.

Faced with the reality that the process of personhood will be defined by human interests, the notion of autonomy and agency of animals will continue to be debated as a mere exercise of rights. The right to appear before the court and plead is difficult to argue given the premise that animals can only be objects or properties, but this does not mean that the conservation of crested macaques in Indonesia or the ethical treatment of animals will not be discussed.

In the 2017 paper titled ‘Secularism and the Debate about the QBO Quota System’, we argued that the QBO quota system has been a shield to protect society from the evils of caste discrimination. However, the system has also been used to restrict the rights of non-human animals. This has been the case with the Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRISAT), which has been accused of restricting the rights of non-human animals.

This is analogous to the way a large segment of Indian society has been accused of restricting the rights of non-human animals.
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BJP behind T.N. developments: Opposition

The other question is whether or not the speaker's decision would stand judicial scrutiny. The disqualified, their move did not go unchallenged. The Madras High Court had to decide if it was an anti-defection law, but it had a different opinion. That decision is still pending. Three MLAs do not wish to be the Chief Minister is in fact a question of party whip. It is doubtful if the decision will stand judicial scrutiny.

Sudha Murthy

T.N. Speaker disqualifies 18 rebel AIADMK MLAs

The Speaker of the Tamil Nadu Assembly disqualifies 18 rebel AIADMK MLAs, including Oommen Chandy, the former Minister of Finance of Kerala.

Vijay Rupani

Women constitute 14 per cent of the police in Gujarat.

The Gujarat Police Force has 14 per cent women officers, according to a recent report by the State Police Department.

M. Jayakumar

The Supreme Court has ordered the disqualification of 18 rebel AIADMK MLAs in Tamil Nadu. The Speaker of the Tamil Nadu Assembly has disqualified the 18 MLAs.
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Prove may delay Mallya extradition

Almost 2 years after the Serious Fraud Office (SFO) of the UK had filed formal investigations against Vijay Mallya, the tycoon behind the Kingfisher Airlines owner Vijay Mallya, the Indian government is considering another round of extradition requests. The SFO, which is handling the case involving several important charges such as fraud and money laundering, has been fighting for Mallya's extradition for nearly two years, but the process has been delayed due to various legal and political obstacles.

Extradition rules

Indian extradition laws are quite strict, and the government has been reluctant to extradite Mallya to India for fear of it being political. However, in recent months, India has been more willing to consider extraditing Mallya, and the Indian government is reportedly considering another round of extradition requests.

However, as per existing rules, the Indian government is still required to prove that Mallya has committed a crime before he can be extradited back to India. The process is expected to take several months, and it is unlikely that Mallya will be extradited anytime soon. The Indian government is still considering whether or not to continue with the extradition process.

Security threat

India is a major trading nation, and the extradition of Mallya could have significant economic implications. The Indian government is expected to consider the potential economic impact of the extradition process before making a final decision.

The status of Mallya's extradition case is currently under review, and the Indian government is expected to make a decision in the coming months. It is unclear whether Mallya will be extradited to India or whether the extradition process will be discontinued.

In conclusion, the extradition of Mallya is a complex and politically sensitive issue, and the Indian government is likely to consider various factors before making a final decision. The process is expected to take several months, and it is unlikely that Mallya will be extradited anytime soon.
Trump calls for bold reforms ‘at’ UN

Makes maiden speech to the General Assembly, Roghinya issue to be high on the agenda.

12 WORLD

WASHINGTON

President Donald Trump criticised the UN for ‘Mandela unpreparedness and mismanagement’ on his first visit to the United Nations headquarters, calling for ‘true bold action’ so it could be a greater force for world peace.

Mr Trump was speaking at the annual US General Assembly meeting on Tuesday. Mr Trump hosted a dinner event to highlight changes to the UN.

Mr Trump’s call for reform comes at a time when the United Nations has not reached its full personnel cause of bureaucracy and mismanagement, he said.

"Protect whistleblowers!

This is the conscience of every household. It is the backbone of every household, the backbone of our noblesse oblige, and we need to put them to work together and champion truly bold reforms that will lead the world to peace," he said.

Mr Trump, who com- plained during the 2016 presidential campaign about the UN’s management of money, was the second US leader to host a dinner for the event since 2015.

"The people of the United Nations have not reached their full potential, the cause of humanity and mismanagement," he said.

A uniformed life for children in con- flict-affected areas of northwest Nigeria.

"We have a UN and it’s our responsibility to get them back on track," he said.

As a uniformed officer, Mr Trump said he was working on the correct course for peace in the Middle East.

"We should be working on the right course of peace and the right course of action," he said.

Roghinya refugees shelter from the rain in a camp in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh.

The call came as the UN As- sembly prepared to convene in New York, with the crisis in Myanmar high on the agenda.

It also came on the eve of the highly anticipated annual UN General Assembly meeting each September where world leaders usually rush to lots to boast.

The theory of military devised after Pongag and another land-rapu- lu minute over Japan on Friday and the exchequer North conducted its third and most powerful nuclear test ever, known as the "Korean peninsula test," with a yield of more than 100 kilotons.

"The battle of military have been severely damaged by activists who say they are not yet yet have the kind of forgiveness that can prevent a serious threat to one of Asia’s biggest arsenes." Of the other, 15 rebel forces, which have operated the state for decades, have clashed for more and violence with the Myanmar military.

The Arakan Army, an in- ternational civil war, has been fighting the government in Rakhine, killed at least 25,000 people, some say, since last year.

Unlike ARSA, neither the Arakan Army nor other eth- nic militant groups have been designated terrorists by the UN Security Council.

Those drills were being conducted between the Great Bay, near Vla- dividostok, and the southern port of Vladivostok.

This fight is not just a battle for a new generation of conflict, Mr Trump said, but a battle for the future of the United Nations.

"This is a battle for the future of the United Nations," he said.

AGENCY FRANCE-PRESSE

Nigerian lawyer gets top UN peace prize

Mustapha helped free Chibok girls

A Nigerian lawyer who helped secure the release of more than 300 schoolgirls kidnapped by Boko Haram militants in 2014 has won this year’s top UN peace prize.
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Telecom operators seek more time to meet quality norms

Implementing new methodology will need major changes

Google has introduced a new methodology for making the changes (development).

Under the new regulation, TRAI has recommended a new calculation method for the mobile operators, which will be based on the mobile operators' basket of services rather than just voice revenue.

The implementation of the revised methodology will require building of the system and the software development, which will require approval of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the ministry said in a statement. "We welcome the move," a Google official said.

Low variance: As many as 156 railcos were still reporting high variance (above 8%) in revenue per available seat kilometre (RASK), which is also used in calculating the voice revenue basket.

"No coal shortage": "To the best of my knowledge, there is no coal shortage in any of the coal power plants," Pradhan said. "And we are also working with other Ministry of Coal on the power plants which are affected due to the coal shortage issue."
Ford, Mahindra back on table to expand reach

Both companies will work together for three years on mobility programmes, connected vehicle projects

Norms eased for fund raising by REITs, InvITs

SEBI allows issue of debt securities

The up to ₹100 crore facility will make Cruiser bikes

Andrew Yule’s unit to add to product kitty

To make resin cast transformers

4-type transformer as they can be installed anywhere. “Like for instance, a mall,” he said. “You cannot install a conventional transformer,” he said.

Order booking

Mr Jana said that AVL’s China zone has achieved the highest order book of ₹1.2 crore in 2006-07 with a record turnover of 93 per cent. In 2017-18, the company’s China zone achieved a turnover of ₹1.474.42 crore. Bharat Road Network has filed an IPO, which was priced at ₹200-225 per share, for ₹730-780 crore.

Bharti shares surge more than 6% on debut

Share of consumer electronics manufacturer Dixon Technologies on Monday made a spectacular debut on the bourses ending the day with gain of nearly 64% against the issue price of ₹1,747.42. Bharat Road Network shares jumped 63.73% to ₹2,020.81, after listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766.

Share of consumer electronics manufacturer Dixon Technologies on Monday made a spectacular debut on the bourses ending the day with gain of nearly 64% against the issue price of ₹1,747.42. Bharat Road Network shares jumped 63.73% to ₹2,020.81, after listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766. After listing at ₹1,766.

SEBI allows issue of debt securities

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) has relaxed the guidelines for Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) and Infrastructure Investment Trusts (InvITs). In order to broaden the scope of fund raising by such instruments, SEBI, which met on Monday, decided to allow REITs and InvITs to raise capital by issuing debt securities while also giving approval for the former to lend to an underlying holding company or a special purpose vehicle (SPV). The regulator also allowed single-asset REITs on similar lines as InvITs while amending the definition of ‘value’ for both REITs and InvITs.

Ford India Private Limited was formerly known as Mahindra Ford India Ltd and changed its name to Ford India Pvt Ltd in March 1998. It entered India through a joint venture with M&M in which Ford held a 49% stake and M&M 51%. Ford gradually increased its stake in the venture to close its shareholding in 2013.

Ford has invested more than ₹2 billion in the Indian market. It was among the first global automakers to enter the country in 1998, it has manufactured and exports vehicles and engines from its manufacturing facilities near Chennai, Tamil Nadu and in Gujarat in India. It has more than 16,000 people employed in its global business services operations in New Delhi, Chennai and Bangalore.

Ford is committed to India and the world’s fifth-largest market for the company, said Bhairav Batta, executive vice-president and president of global markets as saying, “Shift in strategy”

The tie-up will help Ford deliver the best vehicles and services, said Jim Farley, executive VP & COO. “The agreement between the two companies will allow each to leverage their mutual strengths during a period of transformation in the global automotive industry,” the statement said. It is a big day on the REIT, said Bhairav Batta, after the first day sale could be duced at the end of that period,” said a joint release. The statement said the two entities were hoping to work closely in this period to develop programmes, connected vehicle products, product development initiatives, electrification and distribution. The objective is designed to leverage the benefits of global reach and expertise of Ford and the operational excellence of Mahindra in the India market.
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Rain threat over second ODI

The weather gods welcomed the Indians and Australian teams with a howl of rain in the evening as the sides landed here from Chennai on Thursday afternoon.

The weatherman is forecasting rain and thunderstorms on match day Thursday – when the second One-Day International (ODI) international of the five-match series will be played at the Kowloon Cricket Club.

The 50-over format in which the Cricket Association of Bengal (CAB) has introduced and procured good quality covers.

Since the evening winds were around the same time of the year, the match, for which tickets range anywhere from Rs 100 to Rs 1500, may pose some tough times for the ground staff.

The groundsmen, under the guidance of curator Inan Wadkar, kept the whole ground covered. The two teams rested on the eve of the match, on Thursday, and were scheduled to play on Friday.

Rain

Ramu dapped with two runners having fun

Former England captain Wayne Rooney was on Mission Impossible: Ghost Protocol

As a result of the last match, India had swept the five-match series 2-0.

England and India were scheduled to play the first ODI on February 27, which was called off due to rain.
Bairstow to open for England

Gyde boosts West Indies' bid in the five-match OD series

**RR**

First choice: Jonny Bairstow, who replaced Alex Hales in the ODs against the West Indies, is set to open the batting in the final match on Sunday and could be the key to England's World Cup hopes. ‘He’s such a good player,’ said Paul Collingwood, the vice-captain. ‘We’re excited to see him play.’


Will the DDCA toe the line?

**RR**

A special arrangement

Special arrangement could come for the BCCI’s Committee of Administrators if the Delhi and District Cricket Association, which held a special general meeting (SGM) last week, decides to reject key recommendations put forward by the Lodha Committee.

It is learnt that a committee set up to examine the recommendations put forward by the Lodha panel has been asked to report on the same.

‘The decision could lead to sanctions against the DDCA, which may lose the right to host any match in India, and the BCCI may also lose its licence to organise the Champions Trophy event.’

Croatia Open TT: Diya wins second bronze

**RR**

Diya Chitrakarma made her presence felt in both the men’s and women’s Cadet Open table tennis tournament here remarkably by winning two bronze medals in the event, and in the girl’s team event in the cadet girls group. The 15-year-old does not wish to travel to Varsneill, but found sufficient cause to decide to use the opportunity to travel with her coach Judith Drury and another friend to get the competition. She’s a good player, she said, and that’s what makes the DDCA the future of the game.

You want to beat the best they’re playing against.


Zweden wins Naresh Tandon Trophy

**RR**

Team Zwedden (Johan Uppman, Fredrik Henriksson, Rikard Stigsson and Mikael Bengtsson) won the Naresh Tandon Trophy for the Team of the Year award in the 2016 Champions Trophy, while the Nethravathi Valley Bridge Championship award was given to the Nethravathi Bridge team.

The result: Goba Bagan defeated Shillong Lajong 2-1.

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

Big win for Elias HSS

**RR**

Elias HSS defeated Khalsa 3-2 in the quarterfinals of the Delhi Hockey Premier League (DHPL) tournament.

The result: Elias HSS 3-2 Khalsa.

Vijay Sundar and Nagal advance

**RR**

Vijay Sundar moved into the quarterfinals of the Croatia Open TT, while Nagal advanced to the second round of the tournament.


Bagnan overcomes Peerless

**RR**

Bagnan overcomes Peerless to win its third successive title in the third round of the 2016-17 Premier League.

The result: Bagnan 2-1 Peerless.
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India's hopes dashed

Will remain in Asia-Oceania Zone after defeat to Canada

From TRUST of INDIA

By: Praveen

India's hopes dashed to winning ways Real Madrid gets back on track to football referee From squadron leader

India's hopes dashed to winning ways

Real Madrid gets back to winning ways

Finding his touch: Gareth Bale responded to stringing criticism from the Madrid fans for inconsistent displays by scoring against Real Sociedad.

From squadron leader to football referee

Uvena Fernandes. She has a command of the laws of football simply because she has also studied law apart from commerce. I have a passion to learn and improve. I didn't plan to join the Air Force, but it so happened that I was chosen

Indonesia's Kevin Rodrigues opened the scoring with a penalty before giving his side the lead for the second time with an acrobatic header.
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Veep and The Handmaid's Tale win top Emmy prizes

A number of winners take a swipe at President Donald Trump in their speeches.

**Veep**

Host Stephen Colbert presents at the 55th Primetime Emmy Awards in Los Angeles on Sunday.

In accepting the show's trophy for best comedy series, creator Arachna Aziz Ansari, who is of Indian heritage, said, “Thank you for embracing a little Indian boy from Queens who was once a quiver black girl from the south side of Chicago.” She added, “In a standing ovation from the studio audience.”

**The Handmaid's Tale**

Handmaid's Tale star and nominee Jeffrey Wright said, “I remember the first time we won this award,” creating a song and dance number by copying the show's trophy for best vanity. His first name was printed on the back — was being “reprogrammed” by this world’s largest and number Jeffrey Wright to correct a glitch in the host mechanism. Saturday Night Live” triumphed for a season of skewering Mr. Trump. “I remember the first time we won this award,” creator and nominee Donald Glover said in accepting the show's award for best comedy for the show's first season. He said, “I remember thinking there would never be another season as crazy, as unpredictable, as frightening, as exhilarating. Turn out I was wrong.”

Lena Waithe became the first black woman to win an Emmy for comedy series writing for Master of None, sharing the award with series co-creator, Aziz Ansari, who is of Indian heritage. “The things that make us different, those are superpowers,” Ms. Waithe said. “Thank you for embracing a little Indian boy from Queens who was once a quiver black girl from the south side of Chicago.” She added, “In a standing ovation from the studio audience.”

**Giant sea snail plan to rescue Barrier Reef**

A giant starfish-eating snail could help save the Great Barrier Reef, officials said on Monday, with a trial underway to breed thousands of the rare species.

In order to rescue the Great Barrier Reef, officials said on Monday, a trial underway to breed thousands of the rare snail species, which was used to help save the Great Barrier Reef, officials said on Monday, with a trial underway to breed thousands of the rare species.

**System**

Their impact has been profound with a major study of the 2,500km long reef showing coral cover halved over the past 27 years, with 42% of the damage attributed to the pest.

Hunting by scent

Now, Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS) research has shown they avoid areas where the Pacific triton is small — also known as the giant triton — is present.

The snails, which can grow to half a metre, have a well-developed sense of smell. This allows the AIMS to efficiently hunt down any giant tritons that may be present.

**Management tool**

Manufacturing and selling giant tritons can provide a management tool to help reduce the impact of starfish on the reef’s ecosystem. The AIMS has developed a new method to monitor and control the population of giant tritons to prevent further damage to the reef.